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For Immediate Release

JOST International Names New Director of Aftermarket Business Development
Grand Haven, MI (September 14, 2018) JOST International has promoted Mike Jones to the
new position of director of aftermarket business development.

The population of JOST fifth wheels in North America is rapidly approaching 700,000 units.
As the number of vehicles with JOST fifth wheels increases, Jones was tapped to focus on
developing and managing this important and growing business segment.

Jones joined JOST in 2005 and has been a key contributor to the success of the fifth wheel
program in North America.

He has twenty years of experience in the trucking industry

including time working with independent channels and OES programs in the aftermarket
sector.

“The core of JOST’s aftermarket approach is to ensure that vehicle operators have our parts
readily available to minimize any downtime when damage or routine rebuilds occur,”
commented Rich Carroll, vice president of sales and marketing. “With the significant first fit
growth we are experiencing, it’s important to have Mike in a role where he can concentrate
on meeting all the demands of the end users. His background, both with our fifth wheels and
in the aftermarket, gives him a unique perspective that will benefit our valued customers.”

ABOUT JOST INTERNATIONAL
JOST has been manufacturing fifth wheel coupling devices globally since 1956 and began
manufacturing for the North America market in their Greeneville, Tennessee facility in 2000.
In total JOST has supplied more than three million fifth wheels to the global market and there
are now more than 450,000 on the road in North America.
JOST International (www.jostinternational.com) is a global manufacturer of fifth wheels,
landing gear and king pins. For more information call 1-800-253-5105

To access a picture of Mr. Jones to accompany this news announcement, please go
http://www.ck-companies.com/mikejones.jpg

